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BARBARIAN (Constitution)

NATIVE ARMS & ARMOR: 
A barbarian has a select list of  around 
a half-dozen cultural weapons in 
which he is proficient (consult your 
Judge for barbarian cultures that 
may be available in your campaign 
setting). He may choose one of  these 
weapons, with which he gains a +1 
damage bonus; this improves to a +1 
bonus to hit and damage at 7th level. 
The barbarian does not, however, 
suffer the full non-proficiency penalty 
of  other classes; he only suffers a -2 
penalty with other weapons. 

The barbarian is also limited in the 
armor he may wear effectively, as he 
is not used to or trained in the use of  
armors not native to his culture. He 
may wear armor he is not familiar with 
and use his class abilities, but he suffers 
a penalty to all ability checks equal to 
the AC of  the armor, suffers a penalty 
to hit equal to half  the AC of  the 
armor rounded up, and the AC bonus 
of  the armor is one less than normal.

Starting at 2nd level a barbarian 
may choose an additional weapon 
or armor type in which to gain 
proficiency upon gaining a new level; 
he must use or have used this weapon 
or wear or worn the armor during at 
least one combat, or trained with it 
for one week, before he becomes 
proficient with it.

If  the barbarian advances in level 
before he has used these slots, they 
are not lost; they simply accumulate. 
The barbarian can choose to “trade 
in” three accumulated slots for an 
additional Versatility pick (see below) 
as opportunity permits.

PRIMAL RAGE: A barbarian 
has the ability to go into a battle 
rage. This rage lasts for 3 rounds + 
1 round per level. During this time 
the barbarian gains a +2 bonus to 

hit, a +2 bonus to damage, and a 
+2 bonus to wisdom saving throws. 
Alternatively, instead of  the bonus to 
hit and damage, the barbarian may 
instead choose to attack twice with 
a single weapon, suffering -1 to hit 
with both attacks; he may make this 
choice from round to round. During 
the rage the barbarian also suffers 
a -2 penalty to AC and a -2 penalty 
on all intelligence checks and saving 
throws. The bonuses improve to +3 
at 8th level and +4 at 16th level; the 
penalties never improve. 

During the rage a barbarian 
cannot use missile weapons, though 
he may use thrown weapons.

At the end of  the rage the 
barbarian is fatigued, and suffers a 
-2 penalty to hit, deals only half  of  
rolled damage, a -2 penalty to AC, 
and a -2 penalty to all checks and 
saving throws. This fatigue lasts a 
number of  minutes equal to the 
same number of  rounds the rage 
lasted, i.e., a six-round rage equals a 
six-minute period of  fatigue.

The barbarian may rage once per 
day at 1st level, twice per day at 4th 

level, three times per day at 8th level, 
four times per day at 12th level, five 
times per day at 16th level, and six 
times per day at 20th level.

RESILIENCE: A barbarian’s 
innate toughness and ability to 
withstand pain and punishment imparts 
a +1 bonus to all saving throws versus 
paralysis, polymorph, petrifaction, and 
death attacks. The bonus increases to 
+2 at 5th level, +3 at 10th level, +4 at 
15th level and +5 at 20th level.

SAVAGE GLORY: Once per day 
for 3 rounds + 1 round per level the 
barbarian may add +1 to his AC. He 
may use this ability only when wearing 

his native tribal armors; it cannot be 
used with other armor with which he 
has gained proficiency. This ability may 
not be used when the barbarian is in a 
rage. At 4th level he may use this ability 
twice per day, at 8th level three times per 
day, and at 12th level four times per day. 
The AC bonus increases to +2 at 6th 
level and +3 at 10th level.

SIXTH SENSE (Wisdom): A 
barbarian has a sixth sense that enables 
him to detect danger. Any time the 
barbarian is surprised, or is ambushed, 
especially through use of  the rogue or 
assassin’s stealth ability, through the use 
of  magic such as invisibility, or through 
a trap, mechanical or otherwise, the 
barbarian may make a sixth sense 
check. The CL is equal to the level or 
hit dice of  the attacking being (with 
modifiers as the Judge might require). 
If  the sixth sense roll succeeds, the 
surprise is negated for the barbarian 
(but not his allies).

TRIBAL ABILITIES: A barbarian 
may select three of the following tribal 
abilities at 1st level, provided the ability 
is native to the barbarian’s culture. The 
abilities available depend on the locale 
and culture from which he originates. 
These include:

Animal Handling (Wisdom): 
The barbarian can handle and train 
a specific animal type. Usually this is 
restricted to horses and dogs, but could 
include black bears, wolves, birds, lynxes, 
etc., as per the Judge’s campaign.

Armor Maker (Intelligence): 
Most barbarians can make-work 
repairs to their armor or even 
manufacture simple leather or hide 
armors; possession of  this ability 
means the barbarian is especially 
skilled in leatherworking and  possibly 
metalworking (to such a technological 
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level as his tribe is able) and repairing 
and making tribal armors.

He can make and maintain any tribal 
armors and he can also make expert 
armors of  tribal type. The barbarian 
begins play with a single such suit of  
expert (not double-expert) armor for 
himself  at the cost of  a normal suit of  
armor of  that type.

Expert armors require special 
craftsmanship. Expert leather or 
hide armors require one week per 
point of  AC bonus to manufacture, 
metal armors require double that; 
all provided the proper materials are 
available. Only outcasts make such 
armor for sale to non-tribe members 
(if  the barbarian is not an outcast 
when he makes such a suit of  armor 
for an outsider, he will be when his 
people find out that he did!).

Battle Cry (Charisma): Once 
per day the barbarian can give out a 
fearsome battle cry to strike fear in the 
hearts of  his opponents. The CL is 
equal to the highest level/HD enemy 
the barbarian can see. If  the battle 
cry is successful, all enemies within 
50 feet must make a charisma save 
against a CL equal to the barbarian’s 
level; if  they fail, they must flee in 
terror for one round per level of  
the barbarian. Even if  they save, any 
opponents of  fewer hit dice than the 
barbarian suffer a -1 penalty to hit and 
to damage until the end of  the battle.

The barbarian may take this 
ability multiple times; each time he 
takes it he is able to use it once more 
per day, but never more than once in 
the same battle.

Berserkergang: A barbarian 
with this ability may choose to allow 
his primal rage ability to extend 
indefinitely as a berserker rage.

Entering the berserker rage 
requires two full rounds of  
preparation, including biting of  
shield and bellowing of  war cries. 

Once in the berserker rage, the 
barbarian attacks the nearest living 
being, be it friend or foe, though the 
barbarian may make a wisdom save 
(CL opponents slain this combat) to 
choose to attack a nearby foe rather 
than a nearer friend; however, the foe 
must be reachable this round or the 
barbarian cannot choose to make the 
save and must attack the friend!

During a berserker rage the 
barbarian ignores all wounds; during 
this time the Judge should keep track 
of  the barbarian’s hit points and not 
even hint to the player where his hit 
points stand. The berserk barbarian 
continues fighting even at negative hit 
points, unhindered, even beyond -10 
hit points, to a total beyond -10 equal 
to his level, only after that point does he 
drop dead while in the rage (i.e., a 10th 
level berserk barbarian can fight to -20 it 
points, but drops dead at -21 or worse). 
If  the barbarian is at or beyond -10 hit 
points when the berserker rage ends, 
he drops dead. If  between 0 and -9 hit 
points, he simply falls unconscious.

A berserker rage ends only after 
there are no foes in sight and the 
barbarian makes a wisdom save (CL as 
above); if  the save fails the barbarian 
must attack the nearest friend (or 
run to attack the nearest friend if  
not in range this round)! If  no allies 
are present, he attacks animals, if  no 
animals, the nearest structure, etc.

Once the barbarian exits the 
berserker rage the post-rage fatigue 
lasts for 10 minutes per round of  
rage, rather than 1 minute per round; 
all penalties are doubled, the barbarian 
deals only minimal damage, and the 
barbarian cannot run or even jog.

Bowyer (Intelligence): Most 
barbarians who use bows can get 
by making simple bows and arrows; 
possession of this ability means the 
barbarian is particularly skilled at making 
bows and arrows (Intelligence), especially 

a unique, powerful bow specific to 
his tribal group (one of short, short 
composite, long, or long composite). 
He cannot make metal arrowheads; for 
this he requires a weapon smith, but he 
will know if  they are quality arrowheads. 
He has enough skill at flint-knapping to 
make stone arrowheads, but no other 
stone implements.

Not only can the barbarian make 
the specific cultural bow of  his tribe, 
he can also make a bow of  that type 
personalized to the user’s strength. 
This bow adds the user’s strength 
bonus to its damage and increases its 
base range by 10 feet per bonus point 
(thus a long composite bow of  this 
type for a character with a strength 
score of  17 would deal 1d8+2 and 
have a range of  130/260/390). The 
barbarian begins play with such a 
bow for himself  at the cost of  a 
normal weapon of  that type.

These bows require special 
craftsmanship, taking one month 
per bonus point to make a new bow, 
provided the proper materials are 
available. Only outcasts make such 
bows for sale to non-tribe members 
(if  the barbarian is not an outcast 
when he makes such a bow for an 
outsider, he will be when his people 
find out that he did!)

The barbarian can also make 
standard expert bows, requiring two 
weeks to make a bow or one day 
to make a single arrow with a +1 
damage bonus; these he can sell to 
outsiders without incurring the wrath 
of  his people. An expert strength bow 
requires six weeks per strength bonus.

Canoeing (Varies): The barbarian 
is skilled in the building (wisdom) and 
use (dexterity) of  small wooden and 
hide canoes and boats used in rivers, 
lakes, and sea shallows.

Demon Slayer [This ability can only 
be taken at 3rd level or above as a Versatility 
pick, and only after the barbarian has had 
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experience fighting creatures that require 
magical weapons to hit]: The barbarian 
possesses insight into the inhuman 
nature of  dark and fell creatures such 
as demons, devils, undead, and other 
monsters who are only marginally 
part of  the natural world.

He gains the ability to hit any 
creature that requires a +1 or better 
magical weapon, even though he does 
not possess a magical weapon. This 
ability does not provide any bonus to 
hit or to damage, merely the ability to 
hit the creature without the requisite 
magical aid. The barbarian can use his 
bare hands or any other weapon.

This ability can be taken more than 
once; each time it is taken increases the 
effective bonus required that he can 
hit; i.e., two picks is +2, three is +3, and 
so forth. Often this ability requires that 
the barbarian be permanently tattooed 
or scarred with strange symbols, sigils, 
and runes during day-long rituals 
overseen by a savage cleric or wizard 
(Judge’s discretion).

Fast Movement: The barbarian 
adds +10 feet to his base movement. 
This applies only when wearing 
his native armor types (regardless of  
other armors with which he may become 
familiar) and cannot be used when 
the barbarian is carrying a heavy load 
or is overburdened.

First Aid (Wisdom): With a 
successful wisdom check, this skill 
allows the barbarian to bind wounds 
and set sprains or broken bones.

The check is made individually for 
each wound treated, with a CL equal 
to the points of  damage suffered by 
that individual wound. If  successful, 
the wound heals 1 point of  damage 
per day, in addition to the normal 
general healing of  the character, for a 
number of  days up to the surplus of  
the wisdom check or the total damage 
of  the wound, whichever is less.

To use this ability the barbarian 

must use one packet of  herbs, salves, 
unguents, and bandages per wound. 
A pack of  herbs, salves, unguents, 
and bandages costs 10 gp; a packet 
may be gathered by a barbarian or 
ranger using wilderness lore against 
a CL of  5, one check per hour-long 
search, and requires a fire and one 
hour of  preparation to make from 
scratch (no check needed to make 
the unguents and salves).

Horsemanship (Dexterity): The 
barbarian is skilled in using his horse 
in combat as per the C&C knight, 
though all abilities can only be used 
fully with unarmored light war 
horses or steppe ponies. Attempts 
to use these abilities with medium 
and heavy warhorses or any horse in 
armor are at 1/2 the barbarian’s level 
of  ability (rounded down).

Horse Warrior: The barbarian is 
skilled in use of  his tribal weapons 
while on horseback. He suffers only 
a -1 penalty to hit with melee attacks 
and a -2 penalty to hit with ranged 
attacks rather than the usual -2/-4 
penalties. If  the barbarian also has 
Horsemanship, both penalties are 
eliminated entirely.

Jumping (Strength): With this 
ability the barbarian can jump great 
distances. The barbarian can jump a 
base six feet forward, two feet back, 
or two feet up from a standing start. 
If  the barbarian is able to move freely 
and get a running start, he can leap a 
base of  15 feet forward or five feet 
up. To the standing jump numbers 
add 3” per point of  the strength check 
above the CC, and add 6” per points 
of  the strength check above the CC 
for running jumps; subtract similar 
amounts for every point by which the 
strength check failed. For running jumps, 
the maximum jump is no greater than 
half  the total running space for forward 
jumps, and one quarter the running 
space for upward jumps.

Languages (Intelligence): A 
barbarian normally begins play knowing 
his native tongue and a dash of common, 
plus any languages due to high intelligence. 
A barbarian with this ability may make an 
intelligence check to understand the basic 
intent behind the most rudimentary use of 
a foreign tongue, with a CL depending on 
the distance of the tongue from his own and 
the complexity of the phrase. For example, 
he could try to understand a maiden trying 
to ask for help or a merchant asking for two 
coppers for a melon; long and/or complex 
ideas cannot be understood.

Additionally, every level (including 
1st if  this ability is chosen at 1st level) 
the barbarian may choose one language, 
to which he has been exposed during 
that level or prior, and learn to speak 
and understand it; he will always have 
an imperfect understanding of  it, and 
will always speak it with an atrocious, 
barbarous accent.

Master Armor Maker [This ability 
can only be taken at 3rd level or above as a 
Versatility pick, and only after the barbarian 
has taken the Armor Maker ability]: The 
barbarian is able to make double-
expert tribal armor. This armor 
requires double the normal amount of  
time to make. In addition to a +1 AC 
bonus above its normal, the armor also 
absorbs one point of  hit point damage 
from every attack that hits the wearer.

Master Bowyer [This ability can only 
be taken at 3rd level or above as a Versatility 
pick, and only after the barbarian has taken 
the Bowyer ability]: The barbarian is able to 
make double-expert bows and arrows; 
time required is one month and two 
days, respectively. Each has a non-
magical bonus of  +1 to hit and +1 to 
damage. A double-expert tribal bow that 
allows the addition of  strength bonuses 
to damage requires two months per 
point of  strength bonus to construct.

Master Weapon Smith [This ability 
can only be taken at 3rd level or above as a 
Versatility pick, and only after the barbarian 
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has taken the weapon Smith ability]: The 
barbarian is able to make double-
expert weapons, time required being 
two weeks per five pounds or portion 
thereof. Each has a non-magical bonus 
of  +1 to hit and +1 to damage.

Runes (Intelligence): The barbarian 
is skilled in the use of the runes or sigils 
used by his tribal shaman or priest. This 
grants him no magical abilities in and of 
itself, but it does allow him to read and 
write any rune stones or other writing 
using his tribal alphabet. If  the tribe’s 
runes are magical, each additional choice 
of runes as an ability (tribal or Versatility) 
allows the barbarian to learn how to 
magically engrave, enchant, and activate 
a single charged rune.

Running (Constitution): This 
skill enables the barbarian to move 
at a jog (double base speed) for up 
to three days before having to rest 
by spending a day moving at normal 
speed. With a successful constitution 
check, the barbarian may resume 
running again after the day of  rest.

Savage Horde [This ability can only 
be taken at 9th level or above as a Versatility 
pick]: The barbarian has gained a level of  
fame among the members of  his clan 
and tribe, and perhaps even with other 
barbarian peoples. He is able to gather 
a horde of  barbarian clans and tribes 
to follow him on a path of  red-handed 
pillage, vengeance, and plunder, or even 
long-term conquest and migration.

The exact number of  savage 
warriors in the horde is up to the 
Judge, but should usually be around 
five to 10 times the level of  the 
barbarian squared, plus a number 
of  levels of  sub-leaders (barbarians, 
savage bards, feathered clerics, etc.) 
equal to double his own level (a 
10th level barbarian could summon 
a horde of  around 1,000 1st level 
savage warriors along with 20 total 
levels in leaders, none higher than 
5th level). Numbers and abilities of  

leaders can be adjusted as per the 
Judge determines based on existing 
clans and tribes and how well the 
assumed leader gathers them to 
his standard (there is always plenty 
of  opportunity for savage intrigue 
among the clans and tribes).

A number of  women, children, 
and camp followers equal to the 
number of  savage warriors and 
leaders join the horde on its path 
of  destruction and plunder; double 
this number in case of  a long-term 
conquest and migration or even triple 
it, including old men and striplings, 
when on a forced migration.

The barbarian can, barring 
complete disaster, generally keep 
the horde together for a number of  
weeks equal to his charisma score 
plus his level; if, during this time, the 
horde has great success, it will remain 
together after the initial time runs out 
until failure strikes. How and when 
the horde falls apart all depends on its 
success, the perceived power of  the 
leader, the generosity of  the leader to 
his followers, and other circumstances 
as the Judge dictates.

Savage Retainers [This ability 
can only be taken at 6th level or above as 
a Versatility pick]: The barbarian gains 
1d8 savage followers (no less than 1 + 
the barbarian’s charisma bonus, though 
never more than his charisma score). 
These are all young warriors from his 
tribe, perhaps even siblings or cousins, 
who have heard of  his prowess and 
decided to join him on his adventures 
for loot and glory. All begin play at 1st 
level (all are of  the savage class, though 
if  the barbarian is noted for his piety to 
the tribe’s gods and/or his legendary 
deeds, there might be a cleric and/or 
bard amongst them). 

Followers gain one level for 
every level the barbarian gains. The 
barbarian gains a new follower every 
level (maximum number of  followers 

is equal to his charisma score). As 
followers die, provided the barbarian 
has treated them well and he has 
otherwise been successful, they 
will be replenished from the tribe 
as opportunity permits, from allied 
tribes the barbarian encounters from 
time to time, or even from semi-
civilized adventuring types, at the 
Judge’s discretion. All new followers 
begin at 1st level. The barbarian is 
responsible for their upkeep and 
well-being as well as for regularly 
showering them with gifts.

The barbarian can, of  course, 
always hire additional savage warriors 
and barbarians to serve him, such as 
men to fill out a raiding ship, but 
these will be purely mercenaries; 
his retainers follow out of  love and 
loyalty, not simple monetary gain.

Scale (Dexterity): As per the 
C&C ranger ability. (Possession of  this 
ability provides a +2 bonus to the rogue’s 
climb ability if  gained through Versatility, 
and vice-versa).

Seamanship (Varies): The 
barbarian is skilled in the building 
(wisdom) and the use (dexterity) of  
medium to large ships designed to 
sail or be rowed upon the open seas.

Signaling (Wisdom): The barbarian 
is capable of communicating over long 
distances using the signaling methods of 
his particular tribe (drums, smoke, mirror 
flashes, etc.). He can also use this ability 
to attempt to understand, in general, the 
signals created by other tribes. Given one 
day of training by another barbarian, he 
can learn how to signal using his mentor’s 
tribe’s signaling system.

Sound Imitation (Charisma): 
The barbarian with this skill can 
mimic bird, animal or even monster 
calls, whether to signal allies or to 
lure or frighten creatures. Failure 
indicates the sound is not convincing 
or does not carry far enough for 
the intended recipient to hear. The 
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